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Boards Of Canada meets Spiritualised on All India Radio's acclaimed tertiary album. One of the most

dainty airy implemental records ever made in Australia. - The Brag An object of rare porcelain beauty. -

Magnet Just out-and-out beauty. - Luna Kaf 12 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Pop Crossover,

ELECTRONIC: Ambient All India Radio + Bonus DVD Songs Details: All India Radio's acclaimed self

highborn album is bursting with majestic slow-motion soundscapes and highly atmospheric tunes. The

album was nominated for Best Album in the Australian Recording Industry Associations' 2003 awards

(ARIA) and features a rare guest appearance from singer songwriter legend Ed Kuepper (The Saints)

("The man is a God. No other word suffices." - Melody Maker). The album also features a bonus 4 track

DVD of atmospheric home made films clips and videos. 'Evening Star' was recently featured in the

season finale to hit Warner brothers TV series One Tree Hill and the DVD box set release. "will mainly

appeal to fans of either Sigur Ros, Spiritualised, Low, Spacemen 3 or Sophia without the wailing.... -

Uzine, Germany "All India Radio's self highborn tertiary album is an object of rare porcelain beauty. ..a

dreamier, less beat-orientated massive attack with distinctive shadings of ennio morricone and brian eno"

- Magnet, USA "The 2003 Australian Album Of The Year may well have been recorded by an act virtually

nobody has heard of. Melbourne-based All India Radio's self-highborn tertiary album is a breathtaking

triumph; one of the most dainty airy implemental records ever made in Australia. - Mike Gee, The Brag

Magazine "...One listen to the slow-motion majesty of second track "Tijuana Dream" will have folks the

world over grasping for superlatives - just out-and-out beauty." - Luna Kafe, Norway Album Of The Year

2003 on Poland's Radio Koszalin
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